
Apartment Guide Talks Finding the Right Place; Kim Myles Adds
Style to a Space on Designing Spaces 
Kim Myles, “Design Star” winner, Apartment Guide spokeswoman joins show; offers design and style tips for apartment living

POMPANO BEACH, FL (October 5, 2012) – Apartment Guide took center stage on the popular home improvement show Designing
Spaces™ on Lifetime Television on Thursday, October 4th at 7:30 am (ET/PT) in the episode “Finding the Right Apartment.” Watch here to
see special guest Kim Myles, Design Star winner and Apartment Guide spokeswoman as she takes viewers into homes and offers her
style and design expertise:

http://www.designingspaces.tv/video_player_embed.swf?v=VL9JW3LXR01124

Myles, a lifelong renter, will talk to viewers about the benefits of living in an apartment home and how Apartment Guide, an online source
for multifamily rentals, can help prospective residents search for their ideal place to live through their robust online tools.  Myles
demonstrates how to navigate the site on her iPad, searching for a property based on target criteria such as price, location and floor plan.

Throughout the episode, Myles will share ideas on making an apartment homey and adding personality to a space from her list of top décor
and design tips that are budget-friendly and easy to implement -- from using fabric and wallpaper in unexpected ways to dividing a room
and adding color with a folding screen.

“It’s been exciting to have such a well-known designer like Kim join us on Designing Spaces™ to showcase how easy it is to use the
 Apartment Guide.  So many of our on-the-go viewers will be interested in using this mobile device-friendly tool for finding the right place
for their families to live,” says Lysa Liemer, Designing Spaces™ Executive VP of Programming and Chief Operating Officer.

To learn more about Apartment Guide, please visit: www.apartmentguide.com. 
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About Designing Spaces™ on Lifetime Television

Designing Spaces, now in its 10th season, is the premier home improvement television show airing on the Lifetime network Thursdays and
Fridays at 7:30am (ET/PT).  The show inspires viewers on decorating ideas, do-it-yourself projects, and step by step home improvements to
make every space count and to provide solutions to enjoy the space you live in. The “Family of Spaces” television shows include Think Green,
Kids Spaces, and Designing Spaces of Hope which all provide great entertainment and solution driven programming for every member for the
family.

For information or to view a show visit http://www.designingspaces.tv

If you have a great idea for a story, or want to be a part of the show please contact Lysa Liemer at lysa@designingspaces.tv.



You can also find us on Twitter at @DSpacesTV

Or friend us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/DSpacesTV


